Expression of the B8.7 antigen on hairy cells and relation with the LMW-BCGF response.
Hairy cells are classified as B cell tumors at a preplasma cell stage of differentiation and are believed to represent cells undergoing a switch process. These cells are stimulated in vitro to DNA synthesis and multiplication in the presence of the lymphokine LMW-BCGF. We have tested the level of expression on these cells of the newly described B8.7 activation marker which has been reported to be associated with the capacity of various B cells to respond to LMW-BCGF. The presence of this marker has been readily detected on the hairy cells of 10 of the 12 patients tested in this study; interestingly, for one of the negative cases, the tumor cells were unable to proliferate in response to LMW-BCGF. As on normal B cells, a marked inhibition of the LMW-BCGF dependent response could be achieved in the presence of a monoclonal anti-B8.7 antibody, sustaining the proposal that the B8.7 molecule is involved in the signaling pathway of this growth factor. IFN-alpha is highly efficient in the therapy of hairy cell leukemia (HCL), and we confirm in the present study that IFN-alpha also inhibits the LMW-BCGF dependent proliferation of hairy cells in vitro. In addition, we show that this inhibition is independent of a significant modulation of the B8.7 antigen, a molecule putatively associated with the LMW-BCGF receptor.